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If there is no universal gravitation，How the universe 

works？

      --My story about the invention of the imagination

   I like the inventions, scientific exploration. I'm interested in the unknown 

things. In daily life, there are a lot of phenomenon makes us feel puzzled. 

Because their performance is inconsistent with our existing scientific 

common sense,such as Mpemba Effect. I'd like to talk about universal 

gravitation.

I was forced to disbelieve universal gravitation when I saw the objects float 

without any interaction with microgravity in space by watching video.

Universal gravitation will lead to that all matter must be  meet together,but we 

cann't see that in a microgravity environment.

So I had an idea that there is no universal gravitation. We were always blinded 

by an illusion.

If there is no universal gravitation,so what makes such a huge difference 

between objects interaction that we see on Earth or in space microgravity 

environment. I have an answer that called the "force of nature".

In universe, all matters follow the rules of nature that running on its own orbit.

Universe present a such beautiful landscape in our eyes,does universal gravity 

can do this? The answer is no.

What is the "force of nature"? In my opinion,it comes from the interior of the 

matter rather than external forces. In universe ,"rules of nature" is running 

according to interaction of molecules,atoms,electrons and other elementary 

particles all together which makes of the matters itself.

The big object with a great quantity mass has more intertia than small one. The 



movement state of big object is more difficut to be changed than small one.

If without external force on the object, its movement state is according to 

interaction of molecules,atoms,electrons and other elementary particles all 

together which makes of the matters itself.

Object movement is according to material movement which constitute by itself 

when object loses external force in microgravity environment(looks like the 

free-faller on the Earth). All objects have their own orbit in microgravity.

When the small object running in orbit of big object and its speed is less than 

the large object then samll object will fall to the large object,just like object 

motion what we see on Earth.

If the movement speed of a small object is faster than large objects,the small 

object can get rid off the orbit of large object that look like separation to each 

other. Small object can be a satellite of large object when it  lose power 

near the orbit of large object that become a freedom movement object which 

there is no external force on it that its movement is according to material 

movement 

constitute by itself that not seems obvious.

If  an object on Earth which its movement speed is big enough to flying away 

from the earth's orbit before they meet together that the object will not land 

on earth.

There is no universal gravitation between objects,they don't attract to each 

other. If they meet together that because the relationship between relative 

motion speed and their orbit location.

If an object cann't flying away from the earth's orbit before they meet together 

that the object will fall to the earth.

Otherwise,if change the running speed of large objects, make no overlap region 

of orbit both large object and small object that they will not meet together.

They are running according to their own orbit that without interactions 



between them.

This is what I can understand if there is no universal gravitation hwo universe 

running under the "rules of nature".

This is just a hypothesis.

Hope to have more evidence to prove that this is true.

I also want to hear different views. Hope to hear the comments from people 

who are interested in this issue.

I want to explore the mysteries of the universe with others who can help to deal 

with those problem.

I can imagine some other things. Water is existing everywhere in the universe.

But there are many different forms.

Liquid water is less that can only exists on some planets which have special 

conditions,such as the earth. And I believe that the water on the earth comes 

from space.

Frozen water or ice is more than liquid water and less than vapour water. 

Frozen water can be found on most of the planets.

Most of the vapour water exist widely in the vast space.

Based on the above hypothesis. I think life phenomenon is existing everywhere 

in the universe.

But there are many different shape and form. The unusual existence form may 

not be think of the life according to the current knowledge system. But they 

may be some not known forms of life for us or "Life-not-as-we-know-it".

Everything which are unknown in the universe  fascinated me, let me make 

infinite image.

I want people to be able to break through the existing knowledge system with 

their rich imagination to given their thoughts on cosmic phenomena that can 

build a new perfect knowledge system of human to make it more close to the 



truth of the universe.

I will use my imagination to find more the truth of the universe.

All to be continue ....

The following are my own demand.

I 'm interested in mathematics, physics, astronomy, solar energy, phytology, 

microbiology and other subjects.

I want to learn more further knowledge.

If universities, research institutes, companies or individuals can provide learning 

opportunities that I'd like to go to study.

At the same time I also can through my own research to exchange that you 

want to do with my knowledge and research methods to give some solution for 

your problem. 


